Introduction

Cattle hides and sheep skins are universal raw materials for the global leather sector and the availability of goat and pig skins and buffalo hides are restricted to only some countries. There is a huge difference in the international price for leather from different species and it becomes necessary for the product manufacturers to clearly establish the type of leather. On the other hand, it has also become necessary to prevent the use of skins from endangered species for the production of leathers. In the case of grain-on leathers, identification of the species of hide or a skin is often carried out from the grain pattern of the leather. Each species of hide or skin has characteristic features depending on the number and type of hair pores, hair density and the way they are distributed over the surface. However, there are challenges due to variation in the grain pattern depending on the breed, age, sex, etc. Moreover, there may be considerable variation in the grain pattern between different locations within the skin/hide as well. In the case of chamois leather and heavily corrected leathers, identification by microscopical examination may be difficult. There have been research efforts to establish authenticity of chamois leather by DNA fingerprinting techniques.

Many prior studies have been done on the measurement of dimensions of hairs and density of population with major breeds in the area of veterinary science. Also histological studies have been carried to identify species and its signature characteristics for major breeds, with which an experienced/trained microscopist can identify the species.

Goat skin is characterized by trios arrangements of large pores surrounded by small pores in a cluster whereas hair sheep and cow hides have more or less uniform sized pores distributed uniformly throughout the grain without any perceptible cluster/group arrangement. The information about density of hair pores
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for different hides and skins is often found in literature, however the range is too vast and overlapping for different species.17-18 Buffalo hide has both large and small pores and it is sparsely populated with the least number of pores per sq inch among the major species of hides and skins, usually in the range of 900-1200 per sq inch.19 There is a considerable variation in the arrangement of pores between hair and wool sheep skins. Generally, wool sheep skin is characterized by cluster arrangement of fine and coarse wool. For goat6,20-21 skins, the range prescribed is 9000-13000 hairs per sq inch whereas the information available for sheep22-24 and cow25-26 is 8000-10000 and 10000-20000 per sq inch respectively.

Despite the availability of basic information, an objective leather species identification method is yet to be developed. Advances made in the image analysis techniques can be profitably employed to identify the species of leathers unambiguously without solely relying on the expertise of the leather merchandiser or an experienced microscopist.

An attempt to develop an objective leather species identification algorithm by the application of image analysis technique to Scanning Electronic Microscopic (SEM) images for the grain surface of these four major species has been made in the present study.

Fundamentals of Image Processing

An image can be defined as a 2D signal f(x,y) that varies over the spatial coordinates x and y where the values of the function f(x,y) represent the intensity values of the image. Image analysis is an area that concerns the extraction and analysis of object information from the image and facilitate the automatic interpretation of images.27-28 The steps in automatic image analysis are:

1. Image acquisition: To obtain the digital image of the object.

2. Image enhancement: To improve the quality of the image by reducing noise due to random variation of image intensity that may appear as grains in the image and to highlight the region of interest (hair pores) for further analysis of the image.

3. Image segmentation: To divide the images into foreground (hair pores) and background (remaining leather surface) and thereby extract the region of interest (hair pores) that are necessary for feature extraction.

4. Feature extraction: Computation of image features that includes measurement of hair pores property in terms of hair pore size, hair pore density, porosity, distance between the pores, shape etc., that are necessary for species recognition.

5. Pattern recognition: Identify and recognize the hair pores that are present in the leather surface image using above image features and classify the leather origin accordingly.

The identification of leather species using image analysis involves the detection of hair pores found on the leather surface and the measurement of hair pore properties by extracting image features. The role of image segmentation algorithm and feature extraction is vital and the success of the final species recognition phase depends on these aspects. Discrimination criteria based on hair pore properties such as mean pore area, pore density, as well as inter-pore distance between the hair pores were computed using image analysis algorithms to identify the leather species. In this current investigation, image analysis technique has been used to arrive at the signature features for each species, viz., cow and buffalo hides and hair sheep and goat skins to enable automatic identification of leather species.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Representative leather samples of each species (20 each) with least distorted grain structure as observed in an optical microscope with a magnification of 32x were selected from the official butt portion of the crust leather samples (goat, sheep, buff and cow) for SEM analysis. MATLAB, a high level fourth generation programming language that run under the Microsoft Windows environment was used in this study. MATLAB’s Image processing toolbox provides an easy platform for image visualization which involves display, manipulation and measurement of image data. All of the image analysis algorithms described in this study were implemented in MATLAB v8.1 (www.mathworks.com).

SEM Studies

The surface morphological characteristics of the leather samples were obtained using scanning electron microscope (SEM). The leather surface was scanned on SEM Model FEI Quanta 200 with an application of 15.0 KV at 100X magnification.

Methods

The computational workflow for the identification of leather species is shown in Figure 2.

Pre-Processing & Spatial Calibration

Text information related to magnification and scale present in the bottom of SEM image was taken into account for spatial calibration. The length of the known distance is measured in pixels and the calibration factor was calculated as below

Calibration factor = known distance (μm)/distance measured in pixels.
For example to measure area
Area (μm²) = AreaInPixels * calibration factor ^ 2.

Similarly all the features/attributes extracted from the SEM image were multiplied with the calibration factor. The text information presented at the bottom of the image was removed to prevent the inclusion of the details in image processing.

**Image Enhancement**

Image enhancement techniques are used to reduce high-frequency noise and low-frequency background variations in the images. Thus, the image enhancement techniques highlight hair pores in the image. In this study, to reduce the noise due to background intonations and highlight the difference between the hair pores, gradient distribution specification image enhancement technique was used. By using this technique, the quality of the image was enhanced by gradient remapping.

**Image Segmentation**

Separation of hair pores from the leather background was carried out using image segmentation algorithm. Image intensity distribution of a typical leather surface image can be considered as a combination of foreground (hair pores) and background (rest of the leather surface) objects. Hair pores present in the image are darker than the background and hence are populated at the least intensity region in the histogram whereas the background occupies larger part of the higher intensity region. The intensity value was so chosen as a threshold to include all the hair pores but eliminating the background objects. Leather being natural material, the intensity variations at few places were similar to the hair pores and hence few unwanted spots appear in the background after the segmenting the image using histogram thresholding technique. Median filtering is a technique used to reduce the intensity variations appearing in the background while preserving the hair pore edges. Image morphology is an important tool in image processing for analyzing the shapes of the objects. Since the hair pores were basically of circular shape, disk structuring element was selected for morphological operation. The basic morphological operators such as dilation and erosion were used to eliminate the unwanted spots thus segmenting the hair pores alone. The centroid of the hair pores were identified by repeated application of morphological erosion operation and labelled so that feature extraction can be carried out for each label.

**Feature Extraction**

The area of the hair pores was estimated by computing the total number of pixels occupied by each pore i.e. region of interest (ROI). Mean, standard deviation, minimum and the maximum intensity value within the ROI were also computed. The Feret’s diameter was computed as the longest distance between two parallel lines tangent to the pore. Inter-pore distance was obtained by measuring the distance between the adjacent centroids that ideally represents the centre of the pores. Hair pore density represents the number of pores in an unit area of the image. Porous area fraction or porosity was calculated as the total area occupied by the pores divided by the total area of the investigated image region.

Circularity = 4*π*Area/Perimeter²

Circularity value of 1 indicates a perfect circle. As the value approaches 0, it indicates an increasingly elongated polygon.

Aspect Ratio (AR) was computed as a ratio of minor axis to major axis.

Solidity describes the extent to which the hair pore shape is convex or concave and defined as Area of the shape region / Convex Hull Area (H)

**Results and Discussion**

The main objective of this study is to arrive at the objective criteria for automatic identification of recognize the leather species based on the hair pore pattern.

![Figure 1 SEM images of leather sample.](image)
The leather hair pore arrangement and characteristic features for the four leather species (buffalo, cow, goat and sheep) were investigated. The 20 SEM images of each species were selected in such a way that they represent a broad illustrative set to characterise each species. The typical SEM images of buffalo, cow, goat and sheep leathers are shown in Figure 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d respectively. The images were subjected to image analysis to come with characteristic features for each species based on the pore type, size and shape. Figure 2 illustrates the flow diagram for identification of leather species using image processing technique. SEM images were spatially calibrated by computing the calibration factor.

The images at different stages of segmentation process for goat leather are presented in Figure 3 as example to explain the procedure. It can be observed that the intensity distributions of the pores and the background often overlapped, thus complicating the separation of information relating to pores alone. Hence, a two-step procedure was carried out for segmenting the leather pores. First, histogram-based thresholding technique was used to separate the pores from the leather background. After this process, the leather image still had many spots apart from the hair pores as seen in Figure 3c which were undesirable for further analysis. Hence in the second phase of segmentation process, median filtering followed by morphological operations involving erosion and dilation operations were performed using disk structuring element as applicable for circular shape (Figure 3d). Finally after the two phase segmentation, the hair pores were labeled and the features corresponding to each of the labeled hair pores were analyzed using image processing technique and the results compiled.
pores were counted and classified as small (≤1000 sq μm), medium (1000 – 4000 sq μm) and large (> 4000 sq μm) based on the area and the following features were additionally extracted for each species.

**Mean Pore Area**
Table I summarizes the data of mean pore area for the four leather species (goat, sheep, cow and buff). The mean pore area was found to be the largest for the buffalo leather (3772.5 sq μm) with leathers from cow (2051.97 sq μm), goat (1256.21 sq μm) and sheep (523.61 sq μm) in the decreasing order. Large hair pores were found in the case of buffalo hide with largest pore about 11,000 sq μm but due to the presence of small pores, the average pore area gets reduced. The smallest hair pore area, about 200 sq μm, was recorded for sheep leathers. Hair pores in cow leathers were found to be of uniform size and mostly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Mean (sq mm)</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Min (sq mm)</th>
<th>Max (sq mm)</th>
<th>Least inter pore distance (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>3988</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>2052</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>3545</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buff</td>
<td>3773</td>
<td>5032</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**
Hair Pores Distribution based on pore density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Overall (per sq cm)</th>
<th>Small (per sq cm)</th>
<th>Medium (per sq cm)</th>
<th>Large (per sq cm)</th>
<th>Percent Porosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>2185</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>2263</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2263</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buff</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III**
Shape Properties of Pores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Feret diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Circularity</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Solidity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buff</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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classified in the medium range. Goat leathers were found to have pores in both small and medium size ranges and hence the mean pore area was less than that for cow.

Least Inter-pore Distance
Centroid of each hair pore was computed and the minimum distance of the adjacent hair pores were also calculated. Table I shows the least inter-pore distance for the four species. In the case of goat trios arrangement, the distance between the small pores was the least with least inter-pore distance of 35.88µm. Cow and sheep leathers had uniform pore distribution and the least inter-pore distances of 58.17µm and 64.91µm were recorded for them respectively. The pores were sparingly present in buffalo leathers with the highest inter-pore distance of 103.85µm.

Hair Pore Density
In this study, hair pore density was calculated from the number of pores present per sq cm. Overall hair pore density of 2262.67/sq cm and 2184.73/sq cm for cow and goat leathers were found to be almost similar (Table II) but there are differences in the size and distribution of the pores. Cow leathers have uniform pores which are in medium size range and the overall hair pore density is almost equal to the density of medium sized pores. Goat hair pores are in both small and medium ranges with density of small pores for goat leather (1242.4/sq cm) is more than that of medium sized pores (936.3/sq cm). The pore density of sheep leathers was found to be 1098.6/sq cm which is about half the pore density for goat leathers. Buffalo hair pore density of 303.88/sq cm was found to be the least among the four species.

Percent Porosity / Porous Area Fraction
Porosity defines the ratio of the cumulative surface area occupied by pores to the total surface area of the leather. From Table II, it can be observed that the highest porosity was found in cow (0.046) followed by goat (0.027), buffalo (0.021) and hair sheep (0.0057) in that order. Goat and cow have similar pore density but they differ quite considerably in terms of percent porosity. Despite the lower pore density, percent porosity of buffalo leathers was found to be higher than that for sheep leathers due to the presence of larger pores.

Hair Pore Shape Attributes
Shape attributes of the hair pores were analysed in terms of Circularity, Aspect Ratio (AR), Solidity and Feret diameter results are presented in Table III. Circularity value of 1.0 indicates the shape to be more round, smooth as a perfect circle but the values for all the four species were in the range of 0.6 – 0.73. Aspect ratio (AR) corresponds to elongation and the values for goat, sheep and buffalo leathers were greater than 2.0 and for cow, it was 1.89. Solidity is the measurement of overall concavity of the hair pores present. It describes the extent to which the shape is convex or concave. The pores in all the four species were in the range of 0.81 – 0.85 and hence were approaching a convex shape.

Generally the hair pores would have been round in shape without elongation in any direction at the raw stage but as the material undergoes some degree of distortion due to chemical and mechanical operations during leather processing, the information relating to these parameters may not be much useful for species identification. However, this information may be exploited for understanding the effect of a particular process parameter or mechanical operation on the grain pattern.

Conclusions
Mathematical algorithm using image processing techniques was developed to quantify the surface morphological characteristics of the leather hair pores from SEM images. Hair pore features were extracted by using mathematical morphology operators and the segmentation process. Features such as average pore-size distribution, least inter-pore distance, porosity, hair pore density and shape attributes like circularity, aspect ratio, solidity of the pores were accurately quantified by the algorithm. Buffalo leathers have the least hair density and largest pore size whereas hair sheep leathers have the smallest pores with least porosity. Cow and goat leathers have the largest pore density among the four species but cow hair pores are in medium size range distributed more uniformly whereas goat leathers have both small and medium sized pores arranged in cluster arrangement. Cow and goat leathers also differ significantly in terms of porosity. Goat leathers are also characterized by the least inter-pore distance. Thus image analysis was effectively used in defining the specific features unique to each of the leather types investigated in this study.
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Few people realize that Leather Making is the world’s oldest manufacturing process, thus the world’s oldest industry. Tanning—the process of converting hides and skins into leather—is also the world’s first science.

Also, because of the pure craftsmanship involved, tanning may well be the world’s first art form.

Anyone who doubts that a sheepskin has up to 30,000 fibers per square inch has only to count them.

NOTHING TAKES THE PLACE OF LEATHER
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